**Variant 1:** Adult. Chronic hand or wrist pain. Initial imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US area of interest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiographic arthrography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR arthrography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT arthrography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Variant 2:** Adult. Chronic wrist pain. Radiographs normal or remarkable for nonspecific arthritis. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR arthrography wrist</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI wrist without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US wrist</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography wrist additional views</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT arthrography wrist</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT wrist without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiographic arthrography wrist</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI wrist without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT wrist with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT wrist without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan wrist</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢�</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Variant 3:** Adult. Chronic hand pain. Radiographs normal or remarkable for nonspecific arthritis. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRI hand without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US hand</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI hand without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiographic arthrography hand</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR arthrography hand</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT hand with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT hand without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT hand without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT arthrography hand</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan hand</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Variant 4:** Adult. Chronic wrist pain. Radiographs show old scaphoid fracture. Evaluate for nonunion, malunion, osteonecrosis, or post-traumatic osteoarthritis. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRI wrist without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT wrist without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI wrist without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US wrist</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiographic arthrography wrist</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR arthrography wrist</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT arthrography wrist</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT wrist with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT wrist without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan wrist</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variant 5: Adult. Chronic hand or wrist pain. Radiographs normal or indeterminate. Symptoms suspicious for carpal tunnel syndrome. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US area of interest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography wrist additional views</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiographic arthrography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR arthrography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT arthrography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variant 6: Adult. Chronic hand or wrist pain. Radiographs normal or show nonspecific arthritis. Suspect tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiographic arthrography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR arthrography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT arthrography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction/Background

The intricate anatomy and the complex biomechanics of the hand and wrist makes the evaluation of patients with chronic pain a diagnostic challenge. The International Association for the Study of Pain defines chronic pain as pain that persists or recurs for 3 months or longer. Appropriate use of imaging supplements the clinician’s physical examination, patient history, and electrophysiology studies in establishing the proper diagnosis and treatment plan. This document covers the distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ), radiocarpal joint, intercarpal joints, carpometacarpal joints, metacarpophalangeal joints, interphalangeal joints, supporting soft tissues, and the tendons, nerves, and muscles of the hand and wrist. There are numerous causes of chronic hand and wrist pain including osteoarthritis, nonunited fractures, ligament insufficiency and instability, and nerve compression. Soft tissue masses, including ganglion cysts, are a common cause of chronic wrist pain and are covered in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® topic on “Soft Tissue Masses” [1]. Imaging evaluation of inflammatory arthritis is covered in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® topic on “Chronic Extremity Joint Pain-Suspected Inflammatory Arthritis, Crystalline Arthritis, or Erosive Osteoarthritis,” [2] and the evaluation of infection is covered in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® topic on “Suspected Osteomyelitis, Septic Arthritis, or Soft Tissue Infection (Excluding Spine and Diabetic Foot)” [3]. Evaluation of osteonecrosis, specifically Kienböck disease, is covered in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® topic on “Osteonecrosis” [4]. Finally, imaging assessment of occult or stress fractures of the hand and wrist are covered in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® topic on “Stress (Fatigue/Insufficiency) Fracture, Including Sacrum, Excluding Other Vertebrae” [5].

There are multiple imaging studies to evaluate chronic hand and wrist pain. The need for imaging and the choice of the appropriate imaging modality are best determined by the patient’s presentation, physical examination, and the clinician’s working diagnosis. Noninvasive imaging modalities of the hand and wrist include radiography, ultrasound (US), CT, MRI, and bone scan. Minimally invasive imaging options include arthrography, CT arthrography, CT with intravenous (IV) contrast, MR arthrography, and MRI with IV contrast. US is unique in that it can be used in dynamic assessment of the hand and wrist with the added benefit of imaging the contralateral side for comparison without an additional cost to the patient.

Initial Imaging Definition

Initial imaging is defined as imaging at the beginning of the care episode for the medical condition defined by the variant. More than one procedure can be considered usually appropriate in the initial imaging evaluation when:

- There are procedures that are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care)

  OR

- There are complementary procedures (ie, more than one procedure is ordered as a set or simultaneously where each procedure provides unique clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

Summary of Literature Review
Discussion of Procedures by Variant

Variant 1: Adult. Chronic hand or wrist pain. Initial imaging.

**Bone Scan Area of Interest**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of bone scan as the first imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

**CT Area of Interest With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT with IV contrast as the first imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

**CT Area of Interest Without and With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT without and with IV contrast as the first imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

**CT Area of Interest Without IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT without IV contrast as the first imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

**CT Arthrography Area of Interest**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT arthrography as the first imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

**MR Arthrography Area of Interest**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of MR arthrography as the first imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

**MRI Area of Interest Without and With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of MRI without and with IV contrast as the first imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

**MRI Area of Interest Without IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of MRI without IV contrast as the first imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

**Radiographic Arthrography Area of Interest**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of radiographic arthrography contrast as the first imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

**Radiography Area of Interest**
The imaging evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain should begin with radiographs [6-12]. In many cases, radiographs may be the only imaging examination needed to establish a diagnosis or confirm a clinically expected diagnosis. The standard radiographic evaluation of both the hand and wrist includes 3 views: posteroanterior, lateral, and oblique [9]. The standard projections allow assessment of alignment including ulnar variance, joint spaces, impaction syndromes, static instability, chronic healed and nonunited fractures, soft tissue mineralization, erosions, and soft tissue swelling.

**US Area of Interest**
Given the superficial location of the joints, ligaments, muscles, tendons, and nerves of the hand and wrists, US is a useful tool in the assessment of chronic hand and wrist pain bolstered by the ability to readily perform and dynamic examination and evaluate the contralateral side [9,13]. US is optimally performed using high-frequency (10-15 MHz) linear transducers [11,13].

US can be used to identify synovitis, joint effusion, tenosynovitis, tendinopathy and tendon injury, pulley injury, carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), and retained foreign body [6,13-16]. The American College of Rheumatology has concluded there is reasonable evidence to support the use of musculoskeletal US in patients without definitive diagnosis presenting with pain, swelling, or mechanical symptoms of the wrist, metacarpophalangeal, and interphalangeal joints; US is reasonable to evaluate tendon and soft tissue pathology of the hand and wrist and to assess for entrapment of the median or ulnar nerves [14]. In a study of patients referred from hand surgeons, US of the hand and wrist was contributory to the clinical assessment, defined as confirming the clinical suspicion or modifying the diagnostic/therapeutic plan in 76% of all patients and 67% of patient who presented without a history.
of trauma [17]. Although there are many advantages to US evaluation for chronic hand and wrist pain, an interdisciplinary group of hand surgeons and radiologists recommended against the inclusion of US in the standard evaluation of scapholunate instability [18].

**Variant 2: Adult. Chronic wrist pain. Radiographs normal or remarkable for nonspecific arthritis. Next imaging study.**

This variant is a guide on appropriate imaging use early in the assessment of chronic wrist pain, when standard radiographic projections are normal or show nonspecific arthritis. For purposes of this variant, a nonspecific arthritis is defined as articular changes at a single joint and/or a pattern of arthritis throughout the hand and wrist that, when combined with the appropriate clinical history, does not allow distinction between degenerative or post-traumatic osteoarthritis, inflammatory arthritis, and crystalline arthritis.

**Bone Scan Wrist**

There is no relevant literature discussing routine use of bone scan in the assessment of nonspecific chronic wrist pain. Bone scans offer the ability to differentiate metabolically active abnormalities, which may be the cause of pain, from those that are inactive [19]. Bone scans can reliably detect chronic or occult scaphoid fracture with a sensitivity and specificity of 97% and 89%, respectively [20]. Although bone scans are sensitive for the detection of bone abnormalities, the findings may be nonspecific [19]. There are established imaging patterns for fracture, osteonecrosis, nonunited fracture, arthritis, and complex regional pain syndrome [19]. Bone scan of the wrist offers improved specificity when single-photon emission CT is performed [19].

**CT Arthrography Wrist**

Performing arthrography before a CT scan of the wrist aids in the detection of ligament injuries and cartilage abnormalities. CT arthrography allows direct visualization of full thickness ligament tears and visualization of partial thickness tears of the appropriate compartment [6,21]. An interdisciplinary group of hand surgeons and radiologists supports the use of CT arthrography for the assessment of clinically suspected scapholunate instability and cartilage defects [18]. CT arthrography has demonstrated a sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy between 92% and 94% for triangular fibrocartilage (TFC) complex tears, between 80% and 100% for intrinsic ligament tears located within the proximal carpal compartment, and between 94% and 100% for articular cartilage abnormalities [22]. In a study assessing the diagnostic performance of CT arthrography in cadavers, CT arthrography was more sensitive for the diagnosis of scapholunate and lunotriquetral tears when compared with MRI at 1.5T and performed particularly well in assessment of the dorsal segment of the scapholunate ligament [23].

**CT Wrist With IV Contrast**

There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT wrist with IV contrast in the setting of chronic wrist pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

**CT Wrist Without and With IV Contrast**

There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT wrist without and with IV contrast in the setting of chronic wrist pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

**CT Wrist Without IV Contrast**

CT of the wrist provides a detailed assessment of the cortical and trabecular bone with a high spatial resolution. CT is the ideal modality to assess fracture healing, malunion, and articular surface incongruity [6,24]. CT is particularly useful in assessment of the DRUJ. When there is clinical concern for DRUJ instability, CT can be used to image the symptomatic and contralateral wrist simultaneously in the neutral, supinated, and pronated positions to assess for instability [24-26].

CT without IV contrast has been shown to be beneficial in operative planning for scaphoid fracture [27,28].

A disadvantage of CT compared with both MRI and US is its decreased contrast resolution and lower sensitivity in the detection of soft tissue abnormalities.

**MR Arthrography Wrist**

Direct MR arthrography is performed following the intra-articular injection of gadolinium and improves the detection and interobserver agreement for abnormalities of the wrist. MR arthrography is a minimally invasive imaging examination that may be appropriate for cases of suspected intrinsic ligament injury, TFC complex injury, cartilage abnormality, or surgical planning. Injection of any combination of the 3 compartments (DRUJ, radiocarpal, midcarpal) can be performed depending on the clinical question [13]. If the injection is performed with fluoroscopy,
comparison of the MR images with the fluoroscopic images is an essential step in image interpretation [13]. In most cases, a radiocarpal injection is performed; however, if there is concern for an ulnar sided detachment of the TFC, an additional DRUJ injection should be considered [7]. With single, radiocarpal injection, the sensitivity for TFC tears, intrinsic ligament injury, and cartilage lesions of the radiocarpal joint ranged from 63% to 100%, with specificity ranging from 89% to 97% [29].

MR arthrography has a higher sensitivity and specificity for the detection of scapholunate ligament injury, lunotriquetral ligament injury, and TFC injury [30-33]. Wrist traction improves detection of cartilage, TFC, and intrinsic ligament injuries [34]. An interdisciplinary group of hand surgeons and radiologists consensus statements concluded “MR arthrography provides better diagnostic accuracy for the determination of scapholunate interosseous ligament tears than MRI” and “MR arthrography or CT arthrography are generally recommended for the diagnostic workup for ligamentous and early cartilage defects” [18].

**MRI Wrist Without and With IV Contrast**

There is no relevant literature discussing the routine use of MRI wrist without and with IV contrast for the evaluation of chronic wrist pain and normal or nonspecific radiographs. The addition of postcontrast imaging to wrist MRI aids in distinguishing synovitis from joint effusion and ganglion cysts [9,35]. Similarly, postcontrast MRI aids in the detection of tenosynovitis [35]. For these reasons, MRI without and with IV contrast is usually appropriate in the evaluation of chronic joint pain with clinical suspicion of rheumatoid arthritis or seronegative spondyloarthropathy [2] and in cases of suspected septic arthritis or soft tissue infection [3].

**MRI Wrist Without IV Contrast**

MRI without IV contrast is useful in the assessment of wrist pain. MRI is useful in assessing abnormalities of the bones, including bone marrow, and soft tissues, including the ligaments, TFC, tendons, and nerves. When using arthroscopy as the reference standard, the sensitivity and specificity of 3.0T MRI in the evaluation of scapholunate tear range from 70% to 87% and 90% to 97%, respectively, for lunotriquetral tear range from 50% to 63% and 94% to 97% respectively, and for TFC tear range from 63% to 100% and 42% to 100%, respectively [32,36-40]. A study of 18 patients demonstrated good correlation between cartilage lesions at 3.0T MRI and arthroscopy [37]. If a study is specifically performed to assess the intrinsic ligaments or TFC, MR arthrography has been demonstrated to be superior to MRI without IV contrast [30-32,41].

MRI is helpful in the diagnosis of tendon abnormalities including tendinopathy, tenosynovitis, and intersection syndromes [12,13,42,43]. In a retrospective review of 316 consecutive patients referred to a hand surgeon with MRI of the hand or wrist, MRI changed clinical management in 69.5% of cases [44]. MRI was particularly useful in reassuring patients that no further follow-up was necessary in 70% of cases [44].

**Radiographic Arthrography Wrist**

There is no relevant literature to support the use of radiographic arthrography of the wrist in the setting of chronic wrist pain and normal or nonspecific radiographs. Although a meta-analysis has demonstrated a pooled sensitivity of 76.2% and a specificity of 92.5% for the detection of complete TFC complex tear, radiographic arthrography is not routinely performed in isolation [45]. In current practice it is infrequently performed as a standalone imaging examination; rather, it is typically performed in conjunction with CT or MR arthrography.

**Radiography Wrist Additional Views**

A variety of additional radiographic projections of the wrist may be obtained to supplement the standard 3-view series depending on the specific clinical indication. However, there is no recent literature to support obtaining additional views in the setting of chronic wrist pain and normal or nonspecific radiographs. An interdisciplinary group of hand surgeons and radiologists consensus statements concluded stress views are indicated for the diagnosis of scapholunate instability [18].

**US Wrist**

US can be used to identify synovitis, joint effusion, tenosynovitis, tendinopathy and tendon injury, CTS, metacarpophalangeal joint collateral ligament injury, extensor hood injury, and retained foreign body [6,13,14,16,46]. The American College of Rheumatology has concluded there is reasonable evidence to support the use of musculoskeletal US in patients without definitive diagnosis presenting with pain, swelling, or mechanical symptoms of the wrist; US is reasonable to evaluate tendon and soft tissue pathology of the wrist and to assess for entrapment of the median or ulnar nerves [14]. In a study of patients referred from hand surgeons, US of the hand and wrist was contributory to the clinical assessment, defined as confirming the clinical suspicion or modifying the diagnostic/therapeutic plan, in 76% of all patients and 67% of patients who presented without a history of trauma.
[17]. Although there are many advantages to US evaluation for chronic hand and wrist pain, an interdisciplinary group of hand surgeons and radiologists recommended against the inclusion of US in the standard evaluation of scapholunate instability [18].

**Variant 3: Adult. Chronic hand pain. Radiographs normal or remarkable for nonspecific arthritis. Next imaging study.**

**Bone Scan Hand**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of bone scan in the setting of chronic hand pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

**CT Arthrography Hand**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT arthrography in the setting of chronic hand pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

**CT Hand With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT hand with IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

**CT Hand Without and With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT hand without IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

**CT Hand Without IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT hand without IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

**MR Arthrography Hand**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of MR arthrography in the setting of chronic hand pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

**MRI Hand Without and With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature discussing routine use of MRI hand without and with IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis. In the research setting, contrast-enhanced MRI can identify synovitis, periarticular bone marrow edema, and tenosynovitis, which correlates with patient pain in the setting of hand osteoarthritis [47,48].

**MRI Hand Without IV Contrast**
MRI hand without IV contrast is of limited benefit in the setting of nonspecific pain. A study evaluating hand MRI in the setting of erosive osteoarthritis showed no difference in the assessment of joint space narrowing, bone erosion, and malalignment compared with radiographs [49]. MRI can demonstrate many abnormalities that result in chronic pain including arthritis, carpal boss, tendinopathy, tenosynovitis, pulley injury, extensor hood injury, sagittal band injury, volar plate injury, chondral injury, and ligament injury [13,50-54]. In a retrospective review of 316 consecutive patients referred to a hand surgeon with MRI of the hand or wrist, MRI changed clinical management in 69.5% of cases [44]. MRI was particularly useful in reassuring patients that no further follow-up was necessary in 70% of cases [44].

**Radiographic Arthrography Hand**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of radiographic arthrography in the setting of chronic hand pain and normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

**US Hand**
US can be used to identify synovitis, joint effusion, tenosynovitis, tendinopathy and tendon injury, pulley injury, CTS, and retained foreign body [6,13-16]. The American College of Rheumatology has concluded there is reasonable evidence to support the use of musculoskeletal US in patients without definitive diagnosis presenting with pain, swelling, or mechanical symptoms of the metacarpophalangeal and interphalangeal joints, and US is reasonable to evaluate tendon and soft tissue pathology of the hand [14]. In a study of patients referred from hand surgeons, US of the hand and wrist was contributory to the clinical assessment, defined as confirming the clinical suspicion or modifying the diagnostic/therapeutic plan, in 76% of all patients and 67% of patient who presented without a history of trauma [17].

**Bone Scan Wrist**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of bone scan in the setting of chronic wrist pain, remote scaphoid fracture, and clinical concern for nonunion, malunion, osteonecrosis, or post-traumatic osteoarthritis.

**CT Arthrography Wrist**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT arthrography in the setting of chronic wrist pain, remote scaphoid fracture, and clinical concern for nonunion, malunion, osteonecrosis. If the specific clinical concern requires assessment of the articular cartilage in post-traumatic osteoarthritis, the spatial resolution of CT when combined with intra-articular contrast makes CT arthrography an ideal study. CT arthrography has demonstrated a sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy between 94% and 100% for articular cartilage injury [22].

**CT Wrist With IV Contrast**
CT wrist with IV contrast is not routinely performed in clinical practice, although there is an isolated report of dual-energy CT with IV contrast used to assess scaphoid osteonecrosis. In addition to the benefits afforded by the high spatial resolution of CT in the assessment of scaphoid fracture, the addition of contrast has been shown to be beneficial in the determination of proximal pole viability. A study of 19 wrists in 18 patients with dual-energy contrast-enhanced CT showed promising results in the assessment of proximal pole osteonecrosis in the setting of scaphoid fracture [55]. When compared with intraoperative assessment or histologic analysis, in a series of 18 patients who underwent dual-energy contrast-enhanced CT of the wrist there was a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 94% for the assessment of osteonecrosis of the proximal pole of the scaphoid following fracture [55].

**CT Wrist Without and With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT with IV contrast in the setting of chronic wrist pain, remote scaphoid fracture, and clinical concern for nonunion, malunion, osteonecrosis, or post-traumatic osteoarthritis.

**CT Wrist Without IV Contrast**
The spatial resolution obtained with CT makes it well suited to assess for any trabecular bridging at the fracture site, nonunion, malunion, and the sclerosis and fragmentation of avascular necrosis. The isotropic acquisition and the ability to create 3-D models assists in surgical planning [27,28].

**MR Arthrography Wrist**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of MR arthrography in the setting of chronic wrist pain, remote scaphoid fracture, and clinical concern for nonunion, malunion, or osteonecrosis. If the specific clinical concern requires assessment of the articular cartilage in post-traumatic osteoarthritis, the addition of arthrography to MRI improves the assessment of the articular cartilage [31]. However, CT arthrography has a higher sensitivity and specificity for articular cartilage defect compared with MR arthrography [31,56].

**MRI Wrist Without and With IV Contrast**
MRI wrist without and with IV contrast can demonstrate both nonunited and malunited scaphoid fractures. Although 3.0T MRI without IV contrast falls behind MR and CT arthrography in the assessment of the articular cartilage, it has demonstrated a modest sensitivity of 48% to 52% and a good specificity of 82% compared with visual inspection in a cadaver study [57]. The added benefit of MRI comes in the assessment for osteonecrosis in the proximal pole scaphoid following scaphoid fracture. Whether contrast-enhanced MRI is superior to noncontrast MRI for assessment of scaphoid osteonecrosis is controversial. In a study comparing the addition of postcontrast images with the unenhanced MRI in 30 patients, the addition of contrast increased the sensitivity (66% versus 36%), specificity (88% versus 78%), and accuracy (83% versus 68%) when compared with the noncontrast images alone [58].

**MRI Wrist Without IV Contrast**
MRI wrist without IV contrast can demonstrate both nonunited and malunited scaphoid fractures. Although 3.0T MRI without IV contrast falls behind MR and CT arthrography in the assessment of the articular cartilage, it has demonstrated a modest sensitivity of 48% to 52% and a good specificity of 82% compared with visual inspection in a cadaver study [57]. The added benefit of MRI comes in the assessment for osteonecrosis in the proximal pole scaphoid following scaphoid fracture. Whether contrast-enhanced MRI is superior to noncontrast MRI for assessment of scaphoid osteonecrosis is controversial. A study of noncontrast MRI in 29 patients with scaphoid
nonunion demonstrated a sensitivity of 55%, a specificity of 94%, and an accuracy of 79% for the diagnosis of osteonecrosis compared with intraoperative assessment [59].

**Radiographic Arthrography Wrist**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of radiographic arthrography in the setting of chronic wrist pain, remote scaphoid fracture, and clinical concern for nonunion, malunion, osteonecrosis, or post-traumatic osteoarthritis.

**US Wrist**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of US in the setting of chronic wrist pain, remote scaphoid fracture, and clinical concern for nonunion, malunion, osteonecrosis, or post-traumatic osteoarthritis.

**Variant 5: Adult. Chronic hand or wrist pain. Radiographs normal or indeterminate. Symptoms suspicious for carpal tunnel syndrome. Next imaging study.**

**Bone Scan Area of Interest**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of bone scan in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for CTS.

**CT Area of Interest With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT with IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for CTS.

**CT Area of Interest Without and With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT without and with IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for CTS.

**CT Area of Interest Without IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT without IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for CTS.

**CT Arthrography Area of Interest**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT arthrography in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for CTS.

**MR Arthrography Area of Interest**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of MR arthrography in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for CTS.

**MRI Area of Interest Without and With IV Contrast**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of MR without and with IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for CTS.

**MRI Area of Interest Without IV Contrast**
MRI can identify enlargement and flattening of the median nerve, bowing of the flexor retinaculum, space occupying lesions, anatomic variants including bifid median nerve and persistent median artery, and tendon pathology in the carpal tunnel [60-62]. When compared with clinical assessment and nerve conduction studies, MRI can diagnose CTS with a high accuracy and stage severity with moderate accuracy [62,63]. There is good correlation between the cross-sectional area of the median nerve as assessed by both US and MRI [63,64]. However, MRI of the wrist is typically not indicated in the setting of suspected CTS [60-62].

**Radiographic Arthrography Area of Interest**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of radiographic arthrography in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for CTS.

**Radiography Wrist Additional Views**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of additional radiographic views in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for CTS.

**US Area of Interest**
When compared with clinical assessment and electrophysiologic studies, multiple systematic reviews and meta-analyses have demonstrated US to be highly sensitive and specific for the diagnosis of CTS [65-69]. The measurements and calculations used in the literature for US evaluation of the median nerve are heterogeneous;
cross-sectional area measurements of the median nerve at multiple locations in the forearm and wrist and ratios or differences in cross-sectional area comparing the various measurements have been reported. Some authors have advocated for the use of US as the confirmatory test of choice or as a complementary test for the suspected diagnosis of CTS due to the ability to identify space occupying lesions, anatomic variants including bifid median nerve and persistent median artery, and tendon pathology in the carpal tunnel and the false-positive rate of electrodiagnostic studies [70-73]. Despite evidence supporting the diagnostic capabilities of US in the setting of CTS, there is disagreement among hand surgeons regarding the necessity of diagnostic tests [73,74]. The 2016 American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons guidelines reports limited evidence supports not routinely using US for the diagnosis of CTS [60].

Variant 6: Adult. Chronic hand or wrist pain. Radiographs normal or show nonspecific arthritis. Suspect tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology. Next imaging study.

Bone Scan Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature to support the use of bone scan in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology.

CT Area of Interest With IV Contrast
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT with IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology.

CT Area of Interest Without and With IV Contrast
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT without and with IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology.

CT Area of Interest Without IV Contrast
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT without IV contrast in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology.

CT Arthrography Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature to support the use of CT arthrography in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology.

MR Arthrography Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature to support the use of MR arthrography in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology.

MRI Area of Interest Without and With IV Contrast
The inclusion of postcontrast images to MRI of the wrist improves detection of tenosynovitis [43,75].

MRI Area of Interest Without IV Contrast
The contrast resolution of MRI makes it ideal to assess soft tissue abnormalities in the hand and wrist. MRI of the hand or wrist without IV contrast can diagnose or confirm a multitude of tendon abnormalities including tendinopathy, tendon tear, intersection syndrome, tenosynovitis, stenosing tenosynovitis, pulley injuries, sagittal band, and palmar fibromatosis [13,43,76,77].

Radiographic Arthrography Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature to support the use of MR arthrography in the setting of chronic hand and wrist pain with clinical concern for tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology.

US Area of Interest
Tendon injuries of the hand and wrist are well suited to US evaluation due to their superficial location and the ability to dynamically assess the tendons. US of the hand or wrist can diagnose or confirm a multitude of tendon abnormalities including tendinopathy, tendon tear, intersection syndrome, tenosynovitis, stenosing tenosynovitis, pulley injuries, sagittal band, and palmar fibromatosis [6,13,46,77,78]. US assists in operative and injection planning in patients with De Quervain tenosynovitis with accurate identification of an intracompartmental septum [79]. In a study of 50 injured tendons of the hand and wrist in 35 patients, 25 with surgical comparison, US demonstrated high accuracy in the setting of complete tears, partial tears, and tenosynovitis [80].
Summary of Recommendations

- **Variant 1**: Radiography is usually appropriate as the initial imaging study in the evaluation of chronic hand or wrist pain.

- **Variant 2**: MR arthrography or MRI without IV contrast is usually appropriate as the next imaging study for chronic wrist pain following normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

- **Variant 3**: MRI without IV contrast is usually appropriate as the next imaging study for chronic hand pain following normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis.

- **Variant 4**: In the setting of chronic wrist pain diagnosed with remote scaphoid fracture by radiographs, MRI without IV contrast or CT without IV contrast is usually appropriate as the next imaging study when there is concern for nonunion, malunion, osteonecrosis, or post-traumatic osteoarthritis. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

- **Variant 5**: In the setting of chronic wrist pain with normal or indeterminate radiographs, US area of interest or MRI area of interest without IV contrast may be appropriate as the next imaging study when there is concern for CTS. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

- **Variant 6**: In the setting of chronic hand or wrist pain with normal radiographs or radiographs remarkable for nonspecific arthritis, US area of interest or MRI area of interest without IV contrast is usually appropriate as the next imaging study when there is concern for tendon injury, tenosynovitis, or tendon pathology. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

Supporting Documents

The evidence table, literature search, and appendix for this topic are available at [https://acsearch.acr.org/list](https://acsearch.acr.org/list). The appendix includes the strength of evidence assessment and the final rating round tabulations for each recommendation.

For additional information on the Appropriateness Criteria methodology and other supporting documents go to [www.acr.org/ac](http://www.acr.org/ac).
Appropriateness Category Names and Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appropriateness Category Name</th>
<th>Appropriateness Rating</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>7, 8, or 9</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment is indicated in the specified clinical scenarios at a favorable risk-benefit ratio for patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>4, 5, or 6</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment may be indicated in the specified clinical scenarios as an alternative to imaging procedures or treatments with a more favorable risk-benefit ratio, or the risk-benefit ratio for patients is equivocal. The individual ratings are too dispersed from the panel median. The different label provides transparency regarding the panel’s recommendation. “May be appropriate” is the rating category and a rating of 5 is assigned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Be Appropriate (Disagreement)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment is unlikely to be indicated in the specified clinical scenarios, or the risk-benefit ratio for patients is likely to be unfavorable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>1, 2, or 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relative Radiation Level Information

Potential adverse health effects associated with radiation exposure are an important factor to consider when selecting the appropriate imaging procedure. Because there is a wide range of radiation exposures associated with different diagnostic procedures, a relative radiation level (RRL) indication has been included for each imaging examination. The RRLs are based on effective dose, which is a radiation dose quantity that is used to estimate population total radiation risk associated with an imaging procedure. Patients in the pediatric age group are at inherently higher risk from exposure, because of both organ sensitivity and longer life expectancy (relevant to the long latency that appears to accompany radiation exposure). For these reasons, the RRL dose estimate ranges for pediatric examinations are lower as compared with those specified for adults (see Table below). Additional information regarding radiation dose assessment for imaging examinations can be found in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® Radiation Dose Assessment Introduction document [81].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Radiation Level*</th>
<th>Adult Effective Dose Estimate Range</th>
<th>Pediatric Effective Dose Estimate Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☒</td>
<td>0 mSv</td>
<td>0 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☒</td>
<td>&lt;0.1 mSv</td>
<td>&lt;0.03 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☒☒</td>
<td>0.1-1 mSv</td>
<td>0.03-0.3 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☒☐☐</td>
<td>1-10 mSv</td>
<td>0.3-3 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☒☐☐☐</td>
<td>10-30 mSv</td>
<td>3-10 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☒☒☒☒</td>
<td>30-100 mSv</td>
<td>10-30 mSv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*RRL assignments for some of the examinations cannot be made, because the actual patient doses in these procedures vary as a function of a number of factors (e.g., region of the body exposed to ionizing radiation, the imaging guidance that is used). The RRLs for these examinations are designated as “Varies.”
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The ACR Committee on Appropriateness Criteria and its expert panels have developed criteria for determining appropriate imaging examinations for diagnosis and treatment of specified medical condition(s). These criteria are intended to guide radiologists, radiation oncologists and referring physicians in making decisions regarding radiologic imaging and treatment. Generally, the complexity and severity of a patient’s clinical condition should dictate the selection of appropriate imaging procedures or treatments. Only those examinations generally used for evaluation of the patient’s condition are ranked. Other imaging studies necessary to evaluate other co-existent diseases or other medical consequences of this condition are not considered in this document. The availability of equipment or personnel may influence the selection of appropriate imaging procedures or treatments. Imaging techniques classified as investigational by the FDA have not been considered in developing these criteria; however, study of new equipment and applications should be encouraged. The ultimate decision regarding the appropriateness of any specific radiologic examination or treatment must be made by the referring physician and radiologist in light of all the circumstances presented in an individual examination.